Bunker rakes

Smithco's bunker rakes are designed and built to give superintendents the best bunker playability under all conditions. The rakes are engineered for long life, maximum power, operator safety, environmental compatibility, cost-efficient operation and low maintenance, according to the company. The bunker rakes feature:

- Three-phase raking and finishing system for smooth, firm playability.
- Fiberglass body construction.
- Hydraulically operated, center-mounted cultivator to loosen and level hard and wet sand.
- Hydraulically operated, rear-mounted finishing rake to deliver smooth sand surface.
- Hydraulically operated or manual front-mounted plow to move sand into place.

Smithco also introduces two improved models of its Spray Star 1600 Turf Sprayer. Among the new features is the choice of 25-horsepower hydraulic drive or 20-horsepower mechanical drive, an even lower profile spray tank and wheeled spray booms.

For more information, contact 208-743-5355, www.smithco.com or CIRCLE NO. 208

Fungicide

The Rohm and Haas Co. offers a new formulation of Fore fungicide. Called Fore Rainshield, the new formulation improves Fore's ability to resist wash-off because of heavy rains or irrigation, according to the company. This improves the product's efficacy without the need of using a spray adjuvant.

In recent tests, Fore Rainshield demonstrated curative control of brown patch, gray leaf spot and Helminthosporium leaf spot, all at competitive costs per applications of other products, according to the company. Fore Rainshield also treats pythium blight, dollar spot, slime mold, snow mold, rust and algae.

For more information, contact 215-592-3000, www.rohmhaas.com or CIRCLE NO. 208

Gloves

Gemplers disposable nitrile gloves are ideal for jobs like soil handling and mechanic work. The gloves offer comfort, protection and tear resistance, according to the company. They also protect against some chemical splash.

For more information, contact 608-424-1544, www.gemplers.com or CIRCLE NO. 210
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